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ABSTRACT

Criminals are increasingly using the blockchain to commit fraud and fund

physical-world crimes. The blockchain is particularly advantageous for criminals due to its

trustless, decentralized, and pseudonymous properties. Despite the growing popularity of

criminal smart contracts, there are few works on how they can incentivize physical-world

crime and how they can be used to organize fraudulent schemes. In this work, we formalize

three types of criminal smart contracts using Truffle, Ganache, and OpenZeppelin. We

evaluate these contracts by their ability to incentivize physical-world crime. We analyze

how fraudsters can set up such criminal contracts to steal money from scheme participants.

Moreover, we collect and evaluate data on real-world prediction market schemes. We find

that prediction market schemes provide an economic incentive for criminals to commit

physical-world crime, but incentive is bounded by the number of other participants in the

scheme. We also see that such criminal market schemes are vulnerable to scams and the

state-of-the-art schemes lack provisions to prevent such fraud.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Blockchain technology has sparked significant innovation across a wide variety of industries

such as finance, supply-chain management, healthcare, IoT, retail, and many others

[4, 5, 6, 7]. A core component common to much of this innovation is the ability to tie

information about the physical world to the blockchain for decision automation. Generally,

this binding of off-chain information has been accomplished using smart contracts. An

example that can be used to illustrate this kind of innovation is supply-chain transparency

technology. In this type of problem space, information about the physical location of an

object as it passes through shipping and warehousing operations is added to the blockchain

to allow third-parties to verify the product’s provenance.

Blockchain technology has also sparked many criminal innovations and

enhancements. Criminal enterprises and illicit industries have taken advantage of the

trustless and pseudonymous features offered by blockchain platforms, subsequently

transforming much of the global cybercriminal and money laundering landscape.

Cybercrimes that leverage blockchain technology include, money laundering [8, 9, 10],

financial fraud [11, 12, 13, 14], ransomware [15, 16], and contraband markets [17, 18].

Besides utilizing blockchain technology and smart contracts for digital cybercrime,

several sources [19, 20] have hypothesized that criminal gangs could use smart contracts to

establish markets for trading physical-world criminal actions. Such markets could include

intimidation, assault, arson, theft, kidnapping, or even murder-for-hire schemes [21, 22].

One of the main reasons for this hypothesis is the convenience of cryptocurrencies and other

types of anonymous digital cash that have existed since the early 90’s [23, 24]. Moreover, a

few documented instances of ephemeral darknet markets for murder, hitmen for hire, and

violent crime have increased the attention of media and academia on this issue [25, 22, 26].
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Figure 1: Unfriendly Solution Scam Site [1]

However, there is little evidence that criminals can profit from physical-world crime

markets, and in fact the few documented instances appear to be fraudulent schemes.

Specifically, recent studies have shown violence-oriented websites to be the smallest

category of criminal sites found on the dark web[26, 27, 28]. One recent study by Moore et

al. [2] found that only 17 out of 1547 or 0.011% of all illicit sites currently active on the

Tor network constituted sites that purported to sell violent services to the public (See

Figure 2). Another recent quantitative investigation by Roddy et al. [29] determined that

out of this handful of sites that do advertise themselves for this criminal purpose, nearly all

of them like the example shown in Figure 1 are run by scammers. One notable example of

investigative work on the topic is a series articles on the Besda Mafia scam site [30], which

uncovered the site to be falsely advertising hitman services to steal cryptocurrency from

would-be purchasers of these crimes.
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Figure 2: Moore et al. [2] table of criminal sites classified by topic.

More recently, prediction markets built on smart contract betting platforms have

significantly increased, leading many media and government sources to express concern

about their potential use by criminals and the need to regulate prediction markets

[31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. As a specific example, prediction lottery smart contracts could be used

to raise cryptocurrency funds to pay a criminal who commits a specific crime. By publicly

positing crowd-funded payout amounts, lottery operators and participants can

anonymously make and offer incentives to would-be criminals. Once the crime is

committed, the criminal can then submit proof to the criminal lottery operators and

receive a payout. Some explicitly criminal prediction lotteries roughly following this

pattern have been observed in real-world platforms [36].
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We notice that there are very few academic works on evaluating the practicality and

economic feasibility of criminal prediction markets or criminal prediction lotteries.

For example, Juels et al. [37] discuss the possibility of assassination markets using

smart contracts. However, they do so in an idealized setting that uses a perfect decision

oracle to verify the claims in the documents that the criminal provides. Based on the

outcome of this oracle the contract determines if the criminal committed a crime and is

entitled to the payout. In this work, we attempt to instead show practical constructive

constraints that a criminal might deal with in a more realistic setting, to assess real-world

feasibility.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work in more than 10 years that

presents a systematic study of criminal prediction markets and criminal prediction

lotteries. In this work, we aim to determine if such decentralized criminal smart contracts

are realistic threats to public safety. In particular, we first develop formal models for

three of the smart contract criminal markets and lotteries, two of which simulate

criminal blockchain enterprises which have been discovered in the real-world. To evaluate if

criminal prediction markets and criminal lotteries provide realistic incentives for criminals,

we evaluate the economic feasibility, economic incentives, and security properties (for

would-be criminals, contract operators, and other participants) of such criminal prediction

smart contracts. Based on our extensive analysis and simulation results we find that under

ideal conditions criminal prediction markets and criminal prediction lotteries can be created

that are economically feasible from the perspective of a criminal engaging with them.

We summarize the contributions of this thesis as follows.

• We formally describe one criminal prediction market model, and two criminal

prediction lottery models for the purchasing of physical-world crime on the Ethereum

smart contracts platform.

• We evaluate these models in terms of the economic feasibility for the participants, and

their ability to prevent subsets of participants from defrauding other participants. We
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find that such decentralized criminal contracts are economically feasible from the

perspective of a would-be criminal under ideal conditions.

• Based on the analysis of our findings, we present formal models for attacks against

these criminal contracts.

• We implement these three criminal prediction smart contracts and the attacks against

them on an Ethereum testbed using Truffle, Ganache, and OpenZeppelin.

• We initiate one of the first contemporary discussions and formal analyses of

prediction-based criminal platforms using smart contracts.

• We perform a literary survey on this topic that is more comprehensive than previous

works.

1.1 Motivation

Currently, there exists an abundance of speculation but very little tangible evidence on

criminal prediction schemes. We hope to provide qualitative evidence to show how much of

a threat criminal prediction schemes pose. Though there exist many formal papers that

raise the issue of smart contracts as they relate to various forms of cybercrime or money

laundering, almost no papers discuss at length the possibility of using prediction platforms

for violent crime. The number of papers on smart contract crime as it relates to the

possibility of violent crime is extremely scarce.

Another motivating issue is that similar papers exploring the challenge of blockchain

crime assume a purely reactionary approach to crime on the blockchain, rather than a

proactive approach. In the case of prediction market smart contracts or decentralized

autonomous organization lotteries (DAO) for real-world crimes that pose a serious physical

risk, this is an inappropriate approach. Though this category of crime is rare and

real-world instances of it may appear to be scams, this might not remain the case. Any
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potential criminal method that has the possibility to incur a loss of life or limb should be

engaged with, analyzed, and optimally thwarted long before any such crime has occurred.

It is our intention to create simulations which emulate criminal prediction contract

threats, in order to provide models for the evaluation of three specific types of

prediction-based criminal approaches. By understanding the different categories of

approach that criminals might credibly utilize, we can provide guidance for future

blockchain policy analysts.

1.2 Organization

This thesis is divided into six chapters which are organized as follows. Chapter 1 provides a

simple introduction and overview of the problem space that we are exploring as well as

outlining the motivation behind the project.

Chapter 2 provides a high-level overview of blockchain technology in general with a

particular emphasis on smart contracts. Then, we go on to discuss traditional prediction

market structures and a brief outline of the history associated with them. After which, we

give an overview of the related works on criminal prediction platforms and criminal smart

contracts relating to physical-world crime.

Chapter 3 goes over preliminaries related to smart contract prediction crimes. We

discuss performance measures used in our evaluation of the smart contracts and basic

terms that we use throughout the thesis.

Chapters 4 and 5 introduce two models of criminal prediction scheme that have

occurred in the real world and discuss the properties associated with each. We construct

smart contract simulations of each of the models and provide an overview of the contract

code design. We then evaluate the criminal prediction schemes showing the feasibility and

behavior of such models.

Chapter 6 expands on the centralized criminal prediction lottery approach

introduced in Chapter 5 by showing a second smart contract prediction market model that

decentralizes the arbitration mechanism. We then show the feasibility and behavior of this
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new modified model as compared to the prior models. Possible modifications to this

decentralized model are then discussed.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes with a final evaluation contrasting the various models

provided. It then looks at further research that could be done on criminal smart contracts,

showcasing various conceptual decentralized arbitration methods that criminals could make

use of for this type of crime.
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CHAPTER II

Background

In this section, we give a brief overview of blockchain technology, smart contracts, and

prediction markets, both in general and as they relate to physical-world crime.

2.1 Blockchain Technology

The concept of anonymous digital currencies was first introduced by David Chaum in the

early 1980’s [23]. His invention sparked a long history of theoretical digital currency models

that failed to gain traction up until the groundbreaking creation of Bitcoin by Satoshi

Nakamoto [38]. Bitcoin introduced several novel advances to previous digital currency

models that have since become standardized, the first being the notion of a decentralized

blockchain ledger.

It is hard to describe specifically what the term blockchain means because of several

alternative competing standards that have been proposed, so instead we will describe some

of the fundamental aspects of the protocol as it was originally stated. The core mechanic of

blockchain is its decentralized ledger which allows the currency to be run in a distributed

peer-to-peer network of nodes without any centralized control over the transactional

history [7].

Transactions in the network are made up of a set of blocks that are chained together

via hash-based pointers to the previous blocks. This setup is constructed as a Merkle tree

of digital signatures for each transaction hash, meaning that effectively the complete

historical sequence of pointers cannot be altered in any way. This sequence must be

verified for a new block to be accepted into the chain. Each node in the network receives

broadcasted transactions from every other node as well as from users in the network, then

it adds these transactions to the current block transaction list.

Nodes in the network are referred to as miners. Minting new blocks onto the ledger
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is known as mining. Past models of decentralized ledgers for digital currencies ran into

problems with so called double-spend attacks, where a user could spend the same

cryptocoin twice. In these attacks, nodes could attempt to front-run the transaction

certification process by broadcasting new transactions that were faulty or incorrect before

other competing nodes [39]. Bitcoin and subsequent currencies solve this issue by forcing

nodes to solve proof-of-work puzzles based on Adam Back’s Hashcash [40] as part of the

mining process. This means that any attempt to double-spend would require the miners to

control over 51% of the network, and thus such an attack is prohibitively expensive

computationally.

Proof-of-work puzzles in most cryptocurrencies consist of finding a specific integer

that can be hashed with the rest of the current header of a potential new block, to solve a

computational puzzle. A common puzzle condition is that the hash must have a specific

number of leading zeros in order to be accepted. Once this hash is discovered, the miner

can broadcast this out to the rest of the network, which verifies that the computational

work was accomplished and that the transaction hashes match with the historical tree.

Upon this minted block being completed, the network rewards the miner that minted it

with the transactional fees for the transactions in the block it minted.

The difficulty level implicit in this form of computational proof-of-work can be

adjusted on the fly by the network via adding or subtracting from the number of leading

zeros that the hash is required to have in order to be accepted. This system forms the

blockchain consensus that all nodes in the network compete with each other to form. It all

takes place on public ledgers with full auditability of the transactional history that took

place on the ledger. This has lead to some privacy issues which were subsequently solved

by new alternative currencies, with mixing algorithms built into the network’s node design.

One such example is Monero [41], which is based on the Cryptonote design [42]. In

these designs, the transactional history retains consistency in the sense that the correct

amount of money has to go from some account to another account in the transactional

process, but this is obscured by mixing which set of currency is involved in which
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transaction using ring signatures. Such currencies have become extremely popular in online

criminal marketplaces due to their perceived anonymity above and beyond the public

ledgers of other currencies [43].

2.2 Smart Contracts

Smart contracts are essentially transactional automation features that can be used by

blockchains to create transactional agreements between parties that settle themselves

automatically without the need for trusted third-party mediation. Smart contracts are

made up of constraints that when compiled create the sets of conditions and rules through

which transactions can be requested or denied automatically.

The concept of smart contracts was initially proposed by Nick Szabo [44]. He saw

such contracts as a way to minimize trusted intermediaries in settling contractual disputes.

Automating components of contracts to run autonomously based on the contractual terms,

allows the contract itself to adjudicate a large number of disputes on its own [45]. He saw

the ability of a contract to automate its own terms as a cost-savings measure with the

potential to reduce the cost of contract enforcement, arbitration, and transactional costs,

as well as eliminating a large amount of contractual fraud. Another upside to smart

contracts and cryptocurrencies is that their digital nature makes trans-national contractual

disputes easier to settle, despite the parties of the contract being in different legal and

regulatory venues [46].

The most popular smart contract platform is currently Ethereum [47]. Though

other cryptocurrencies prior to Ethereum had scripting abilities alongside their digital

currency capabilities, Ethereum is the first that enabled the execution of arbitrary

Turing-complete code as a key part of its protocol. Ethereum has within it the Ethereum

Virtual Machine (EVM), which runs a specialized bytecode to execute contract

instructions. Contracts are typically written in a high-level languages such as Solidity or

Vyper [48] that compile down to EVM bytecode. This bytecode is then run on the network

after transactional costs have been assessed.
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The Ethereum blockchain is run effectively as a massive state machine, with

contracts and transactions governing state transfer. Each miner not only keeps track of the

balance state of the accounts within the ledger, but also keeps track of the value of

arbitrary variables and their state set in each contract [49]. Other than this alteration of

how global state is kept within each block, Ethereum’s blockchain has all the standard

components that other blockchains have.

Figure 3: Ethereum Mining Diagram [3]

Each node in the network executes the same set of transitions to keep the

blockchain correct. Each call to the EVM is run identically across every node in the

network, consuming miner resources as they run the code for the current block through

their local EVM. Ethereum in a sense can be described as an extremely large and

expensive distributed computer, with each mining node semi-redundantly running the same

set of code instructions as part of the transactional process.
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Due to the massive amount of resources running code on Ethereum requires, there

are set limits in place to prevent the misuse of computational resources within the network.

This is governed by gas, which is the transactional cost to do any computation or

transaction within the network. Each opcode within the Ethereum Virtual Machine has a

set amount of gas that is required to execute it. These amounts are calculated by the

Ethereum client based on automated network settings and Ethereum monetary policy.

There is also an upper gas limit set on each transaction by the client. If the contract code

is written in such a way that the execution of it goes above the operational cost of the

Transaction Gas Limit, the operation will terminate with the state of the network

unchanged. In this case, an out-of-gas exception will be returned by the network.

Contracts are also able to call the codebase of other contracts, and communicate via

messages back and forth between different public functions. Each contract has access to a

public library of all previous publicly accessible contract code. The platform allows for

functions to be specified as public or private, with extensive access control mechanisms

available for writing contracts. Messages between accounts can be read by every node in

the network, and are generally public by default.

The combination of these contracts with web interfaces that can call out to client

nodes is called a DApp [50], or decentralized application. These interfaces allow, for

example, a web UI button to be connected to a contract function call directly. This allows

users to interact with the blockchain securely, in an easy to use environment. A wide

variety of DApps for Ethereum have been built and placed into active production ranging

from auctions, investment vehicles, decentralized finance, and the prediction markets which

are partially the subject of this thesis.

One form of smart contract DApp that has been proposed is a DAO or

decentralized autonomous organization [51]. DAO’s were originally proposed as a form of

decentralized smart contract monetary decision-making body that can collectively vote on

proposals. The amount that an individual puts into a DAO smart contract typically

correlates with the amount of voting power that the individual has for proposals that are
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placed before the DAO. Many different types of DAO exist, with the most commonly

referenced being investment or crowd fundraising DAO vehicles. Many DAO contracts also

exist as governing bodies of corporations. These are touted as a transparent and auditable

replacement for traditional boardroom structures.

These smart contracts are not without potential downsides. It is possible to craft

contract code that is insecure despite appearances to the contrary, as has been showcased

by the Underhanded Solidity Contest results [52]. Such code was run accidentally on one of

the original DAO investment vehicles, which allowed an attacker to steal the entire

outstanding balance from the contract [53].

There are other smart contract platforms with fairly similar feature sets to that of

Ethereum. Notably, Tezos [54], EOS [55], Cardano, and NEO [56] have similar product and

smart contract platform offerings to Ethereum. We chose Ethereum for this work because

other blockchains lack mature code development tools.

2.3 Prediction Markets

Prediction markets, also commonly referred to as decision markets, are a type of betting

format in which people bet on the outcomes of arbitrary predictions, generally in the form

of binary contracts [57]. One example of such a binary prediction market might have

shares, akin to shares in a stock market, with values between 0 and 1. Within the

marketplace, various participants buy and sell shares based on the perceived probability of

each of the two outcomes. The winning outcome then gets a single unit value for each

share, and the losing outcome gets 0. It has been proposed that such markets have useful

predictive properties that take advantage of crowd-sourced wisdom and market efficiency to

create extremely accurate predictions [58].

Prediction markets are generally set up with one of three different types of market

contracts. The most common of these is winner-take-all, which is generally set as a binary

event [59], such as a sports team winning or losing a ball game. Those who voted for the

outcome "win" obtain a dollar reward (or more in parimutuel betting) per share if their
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team wins. If their team looses, they get no reward. The second type of prediction market

setup is index betting. In sports index betting contracts, participants choose a team and

obtain a reward that is proportional to the number of points scored in a game by their

chosen team. For instance, if a team won 49% of the points in the game total, the bettor

would get 0.49 cents for each unit wagered. The third type of prediction market is spread

betting. In spread betting, the market pays a reward amount if an outcome occurs above

or below a threshold or series of thresholds related to different sets of possible outcomes. In

our sports example, we could say that one outcome would be the inclusive range 1 to 20

points, the next outcome 21 to 40, and so on. If the points land within the range, the

contract pays out. If the points land outside the spread range the contract pays nothing.

Several experimental studies have shown that particularly in political settings [60],

prediction markets are often more efficient at predicting correct outcomes than traditional

political polls are. In several experiments, such markets have also been shown to accurately

predict a wide variety of different topics ranging from corporate outcomes [61] to whether

arbitrary events will take place or not [62]. The two most famous currently ongoing

academic prediction market experiments are the Iowa Electronic Markets [63] run by the

University of Iowa, and PredictIt which is run by Victoria University of Wellington. Both

of these experimental markets focus predominantly on studying the outcomes of political

betting markets.

Researchers have proposed that prediction markets could be applied to a wide

variety of different applications, particularly in the areas of government policy and risk

assessment. In one such proposal from the early 2000s, the US government sought to see if

this kind of market-based predictive power could be generalized to domestic risk

assessment [64]. This resulted in the funding of the DARPA FutureMap project [65] to

build a prediction market that could be used by the US Department of Defense, to

determine how probable events such as riots or terrorist actions were in given months or

weeks, as a form of risk assessment. In many people’s eyes, they effectively created an

online platform for betting whether or not a terrorist action might take place. The project
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was subsequently shut down due to congressional outrage [66] at the idea of betting

markets being used to predict morbid events. The main fear expressed was that this kind

of market would monetarily incentivize the actions of criminals rather than merely be

predictive [67]. In such a market for predicting rare high-risk events that would constitute

crimes, the majority of the money wagered might be placed on the events not happening.

In theory, a criminal seeing these very one-sided open bets could, in some binary prediction

betting schemes, buy large numbers of shares on the opposite side of the market for

extremely cheap prices and profit by forcing the rare event to happen themselves, for a

substantial profit.

In response to these accusations, Robin Hanson, one of the founders of the Policy

Analysis Market FutureMAP Project [68] argued that bad actors with negative incentives

would not be able to alter the outcome of a market in their favor or profit from heinous

acts using such a market. He argued that bad actors participating in such a market would

make it more efficient, as their large purchases would shift the market so dramatically that

it would make it clear that caution was in fact warranted. Thus, such participation

increases the amount of information in the market of use to policy analysts. Though many

claim that this analysis is correct and that a market could not actually encourage criminal

action in practice, the fear that such markets would create perverse incentives has been

seen in the last year. During the 2020 presidential election, US presidential candidate

Andrew Yang was violently threatened in what the FBI alleged was an attempt by

attackers to alter the outcome of a bet on the PredictIt prediction market [69].

In a contemporary context, decentralized prediction gambling markets have been

built using smart contract platforms with a strong secondary goal of incentivizing the

creation of an oracle for correct information about real-world questions. The market

outcomes on such platforms effectively act as data feeds or oracles about real world events

that took place. For the Ethereum platform, these are principally Augur [70] , Gnosis [71],

and Delphy [72]. Augur has the most popularity and the largest userbase of the three.

Augur allows for user submitted prediction market questions to be bet on by the
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userbase with no censorship or centralization on what questions can be asked on the

market. This has lead to several sensationalist markets like the one seen later on in Figure

6. Such celebrity death prediction markets have largely not gained traction on the site, and

as we show in Chapter 4, have almost no trade volume. Despite this, the prospect of such

dead pool prediction markets has lead to media sensationalism calling them "assassination

markets" [35, 34, 33, 31].

The arbitration of outcomes on Augur are determined by random arbiter users

chosen from the pool of individuals who hold reputation tokens which can be purchased by

anyone on various cryptocurrency exchanges. Arbiters vote on the outcome they believe is

correct in a given market. They are then rewarded monetarily if they vote with the

majority, or are penalized if they vote in the minority. In this way, Augur is able to

delegate the responsibility to its users, and thus slightly decentralize outcome

determination decision. One way in which these arbiters can avoid voting on contentious

dead pools or other unethical questions is by specifying that the question is unethical and

using a special outcome category to invalidate such markets.

2.4 Related Works

In this section, we show several previous works related to our topic. There are very few

works which address criminal prediction schemes directly, and the works identified generally

have two main flaws. First, the works on criminal prediction and lottery schemes are not

experimental in nature and do not provide empirical evidence or analysis related to their

discussions of criminal prediction schemes. Second, papers that do discuss the possibility of

physical-world criminal smart contract markets, or smart contract markets that in theory

could become criminal, do not discuss the criminal aspects of their models in a way that is

realistic. Many of the related works on the topic discuss smart contract crime primarily in

a purely cybercriminal context and neglect physical-world crime as a topic altogether.

Von Solms et al. [24] introduced the idea of using anonymous Chaumian [23] digital

cash in the form of digital bearer certificates to commit anonymous crimes. They describe
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a scenario in which a kidnapping for ransom could be committed in exchange for an

untraceable digital currency. They argue that this effectively means that criminals could

create an anonymous form of crime that would be impossible to track or investigate.

Though there are only a few known cases of anyone physically being held for ransom in

exchange for cryptocurrency, a popular cybercriminal variant of the concept has caught on

with many virus designers. So-called ransomware [15] viruses which are designed to hold

encrypted files hostage in exchange for cryptocurrency have become a ubiquitous form of

cybercrime. Their paper represents the first foray into cryptocurrency enabled

physical-world crime thought experiments. However, their scenario has not been shown to

be an adequate threat model for contemporary cryptocurrency crime. This inadequacy is

due to the fact that the scenario is built upon an obscure form of digital cash which has

odd design properties and bears little relation to the current cryptocurrency landscape.

Bell, in a particularly repugnant 1996 essay titled "Assassination Politics" [73], first

combined the concept of prediction lotteries and anonymous digital currencies to build

criminal markets. His model is a centralized criminal prediction lottery system that is

arbitrated by the market owner, that was designed to run on Chaumian digital cash [23].

Though the model proposed is fairly primitive, involving archaic steps such as sending

floppy disks back and forth via the postal service for transactions, the concept proposed

was nevertheless used by criminals as a foundation to build real criminal prediction

lotteries [36]. The proposed markets in the work [73] lack formal models or analysis of its

feasibility. In Chapter 5 , we propose a formal model and provide extensive analysis of this

scheme that reveals significant design flaws with this style of criminal lottery scam.

Sukumaran [67], is the first to write a comprehensive survey on the topic of

prediction-based criminal activity. In this article, the author compares the work of

DARPA’s Policy Analysis Market FutureMAP [74] with the Assassination Market written

about by Bell [73]. While the article provides a useful history of the two models, it lacks

technical analysis on the feasibility of such models. Sukmumaran’s article, as far as we are

aware, is the only one that directly discusses the specific topic covered by this thesis.
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However, it only considers these ideas in the light of older variants of digital currency that

existed prior to contemporary blockchain cryptocurrencies.

Bentov et al. [75] designed a decentralized prediction market without arbiters. Their

market runs on the Bitcoin blockchain and utilizes a concept called colored coins [76]. The

colored coins concept adds a tagging mechanism onto Bitcoin and allows the currency to

have non-fungible features, such that some coins might have more or less value based on

their tags. The key benefit of such a market structure is that it automatically rewards

value based on market outcomes rather than on the opinions of individuals, though it is not

made clear if this could be enforced in practice. In the Bentov et al. model, colored coins

are used to allow the market force to perform the arbitration. Specifically, some coins are

colored with values that negate them to zero, while others are shown to have a color that

increases their overall value in proportion to the negations. Consequently, coins tagged

with incorrect predictions become effectively worthless, while coins tagged with correct

predictions retain or increase in value. The trades of these coins within the market, or lack

thereof, showcase who won and who lost the arbitration. To the best of our knowledge, this

type of arbitration functionality is not available in any current cryptocurrency platform.

Juels et al., [37] introduce the first contemporary paper on smart contract

cybercrime designs in an academic setting. They discuss formal models and designs for

various cybercriminal smart contracts which can provably achieve fair exchange and other

security properties. They also present a formal description of smart contracts for

physical-world criminal markets. They show that a CSC for physical-world crimes could

plausibly achieve fair exchange properties in cases where an external oracle data feed [77] is

assumed to always provide correct answers to queries about the state of the physical-world.

However, they do not provide a model of such a perfect oracle, and to the best of our

knowledge it does not exist in practice. The paper, though foundational, does not go into

detail about threat models involving physical-world crime in a realistic setting. They do

not discuss the feasibility of their model in non-ideal settings that criminals might actually

attempt.
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We see that previous works mainly focus on prediction markets outside of a criminal

context, or criminal contexts which do not pertain to prediction-based criminal schemes.

Many of the authors do not give any insight into the economic feasibility of such

prediction-based schemes from the perspective of criminals, nor do the authors go into

whether or not the operator of such a prediction platform could realistically use such a

scheme to advertise criminal actions for sale. It is important that we expand upon these

works by investigating the implementation of such criminal prediction smart contract

schemes, while also evaluating the real-world feasibility of such threats.
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CHAPTER III

Criminal Prediction Market Preliminaries

In this chapter, we formally define a criminal prediction schemes and describe our

assumptions about how they function, and about its participants. For this project, we

define the following terms which we will use for the rest of this thesis to describe the

participants, contracts, and the sets of actions that they take within the contracts.

• Participant: Any pseudonymous address Pn that submits money into the criminal

market to incentivize a specific crime to take place or attempt to profit from such a

market.

• Donations: Any amount of cryptocurrency (in this case measured in ETH) that is

submitted to a criminal contract with the intent to reward or incentivize some

claimant to commit a criminal action specified by the contract. Donations are held in

the contract wallet until they are claimed by a potential criminal.

• Contract: We define a contract C as being a single instance of a prediction market

for a criminal act. In reality, a criminal might create a market that holds multiple

such instances but here we discuss single contracts for singular crimes.

• Claimant: The perpetrator participant Pc that claims to have committed the crime

that the market is incentivizing.

• Calling-Cards: A calling card cc is hashed data which the claimant uploads into the

blockchain or signs cryptographically with a blockchain transaction prior to some

crime occurring. The claimant can then reveal the message associated with the

previously committed hash to claim the reward. Ideally, the calling card contains

enough specific information about the crime that was about to occur to show that the

claimant is the person who actually committed the crime.
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• Contract Owners: The set of participants defined as Po that is able to arbitrate

over the outcome of the contract. They have ownership over the contract and can thus

decide which claimant address should be sent the final reward that closes the contract.

• Binary Option Market Model: Is a type of market that involves the purchasing of

contract shares associated with outcome options for a predicted event. Each share

representing the probability of the outcome occurring and a value associated with that

outcome as price. At the market close, the winning shares are worth 1 unit added to

the total value of the opposing shares.

• Lottery Market Model: Is a type of market that involves donations from the public

toward a pool contained in a contract related to a probable future event. Correct

predictions of the date, time, or specific nature of the event’s occurrence prior to the

event occurring, win the entire pool of donations.

• Options: Within the binary option market model, the options are designators of the

possible market outcomes. We call quantities of the two share options sharei and

sharej. The variables i and j represent the two values for each of the binary options

within the market. In our models these are typically options yes or no, as to whether

an event will occur within a specific time span.

• States: We define markets as having states Tstate for the various stages of the market.

These are used as an access control mechanism where certain actions can only be

taken after the market is switched to a specific state variable over time.

3.1 Performance Metrics for Criminal Prediction Markets

In this thesis, we use the following evaluation criteria for our criminal prediction markets.

• Vulnerability to cheating participants: Participants can affect the recipient of

reward of the criminal prediction market by colluding with one another, performing

sybil attacks in the market, or purposefully voting incorrectly in arbitration. We

quantify the vulnerability of the criminal prediction markets to cheating participants
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by modeling the thresholds of the ratio of participants required to cheat, and the

monetary donation amounts required to make cheating profitable.

• Expected profits of the criminals: For claimants to be incentivized to commit a

physical-world crime, the criminal prediction market must ensure that the claimant

receives the reward. Each contract model is evaluated based on the economic

feasibility, i.e., how much money a claimant who commits a crime can expect to

receive.

• Practicality: Where possible, we evaluate the practicality of the criminal prediction

market models by comparing their ideal functionality to the functionality that they

display in the real-world.
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CHAPTER IV

Binary Criminal Prediction Markets on the Blockchain

We first consider a binary criminal prediction market where the participants buy shares

according to their belief that a crime will occur by the market close. There are only two

types of shares available in binary criminal prediction markets: Yes shares and No shares.

Market participants who believe the crime will occur by the deadline buy Yes shares.

Market participants who disagree buy the No shares. The price of the shares fluctuates

between 0 and 1 and it is proportional to the amount of demanded shares. To make profits

(or stop losses), market participants can sell and buy shares up to the market close, which

occurs at a predefined date and time. If the crime occurs by the market close, market

participants with Yes shares receive a payout of 1 (or more), and market participants with

No shares receive zero. Otherwise, the market participants with No shares receive the

reward.

To facilitate with the interpretation of the share price as the probability of a crime

occurring according to the market participant’s beliefs, the share prices are normalized to

be between 0 and 1. However, the real value of the shares is given by the currency that the

shares are traded in, e.g., one unit of Ethereum. In practice, each share in the market is

generated as a token on the blockchain. If the share prediction corresponds to correct

outcome, the token can be redeemed for a full cryptocurrency unit. Otherwise, its value is

zero.
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Figure 4: Binary Criminal Prediction Market Diagram

The market is owned by a third-party who initially sets up the smart contact for the

market on the blockchain. The prediction market outcome, i.e., whether the crime occurred

or not, is determined by a set of arbiters that are selected by the market owner before

trading begins. The arbiters can be various sets of individuals either within the market or

outside of it. This can be the individual who owns the market, an individual selected by

the market owner to be an outside arbiter, or sets of individuals given arbitration

permissions to vote on arbitration outcomes. The vote for the outcomes can either be a

simple majority such as 51% or another specified threshold.

4.1 Blockchain Infrastructure Assumptions

We make the following assumptions about the blockchain infrastructure that is used to run

criminal prediction markets. Blockchain infrastructure includes miners, contract execution,

ledgers, wallets, currencies, and the underlying network connecting all these elements

together.

Fair Exchange: A smart contract protocol which ensures that money is exchanged
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fairly in compensation for a purchase, we call fair exchange [78]. For example, in the case

of criminal prediction markets this means attempting to ensure that rewards are correctly

distributed to claimants who commit the specified crime. Specifically, if a the criminal

claimant commits the incentivized crime, they should receive the reward money.

Otherwise, the claimant should receive none of the reward money. Criminal prediction

markets built from smart contracts should ensure that only the correct criminals are

rewarded, and scammers, who falsely claims to commit the crime, are not rewarded.

Security: We assume that the smart contract implementing the criminal prediction

market is faithfully executed by the blockchain. We have audited our smart contracts via

independently testing for exceptions which are raised across each contract. In our analysis,

we assume that any violation of function calling permissions or access should be handled

by the contract and specified explicitly by the various require() calls within Solidity. In this

work, we attempt to model functionality and proper constraint specification. With respect

to our theoretical model, the security of the underlying bytecode against exploits is an

underlying assumption.

Atomic Exchange: We assume that the exchange of money for criminal proof is

atomic. Each contract should not have any property that allows a malicious party to

front-run the functionality of the contracts terms. If a malicious party is able to reorder

messages, this should have no impact on whether the contract is able to then function

properly or not. Order of messages or collusion with miners is outside the scope of this

work and we assume that neither is taking place.

Public verifiability of the physical-world crime: We assume that the crime

requested within the criminal prediction market, if committed, will likely result in some

form of publicly available documentation. For example, a crime has to be something which

would be present in a police report, newspaper police records, or something which the

media reports upon. The crime has to be auditable by the average person and be present

in some publicly accessible and reliable recorded documentation. Without having a goal

that is public-facing enough to be worthy of significant media, the arbitration process of
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awarding the money breaks down. Another aspect of this assumption is that, we also

assume that the options and the prediction statements are written by the owners in such a

way that they can be verified at all.

Public access to reward information: We assume that the amount of the

reward can be publicly accessed by criminals. Though the site that the contract is hosted

through or the contract on the blockchain might be obfuscated in some way, we assume

that a random criminal can access the information within the contract through some public

channel. If this assumption is not met, the participation will be low and only involve a

small number of people.

4.2 Expected Payout for Criminals

To understand and evaluate the economic feasibility for a criminal engaging with this type

of prediction market, we first characterize the information and belief content within the

market. We show below a set of equations introduced by Wolfers and Zitzewitz [79] which

show that in such a market under logarithmic utility, the share price is equal to the average

belief of the traders.

4.2.1 Expected Payout to market participants

Specifically, Let I = [1, 2, ..., I] be the set of traders. Let qi be the ith trader’s belief that

the event will occur. Let yi be the amount that the ith trader has available to trade. Let π

be the share price and xi be the number of shares to be purchased. Then, the number of

shares that the ith buys to maximize its expected utility is given by:

max
xi

E[Ui] = qi log[yi + xi(1− π)] + (1− qi) log[yi − xiπ], (1)

Solving (1), we get that the optimal number of shares that trader i should buy is given by:

x∗
i = yi ×

qi − π

π(1− π)
(2)

Intuitively, this means that the demanded quantity of shares depends on individual
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traders’ estimated probability that an event will occur. Thus, the total demand for shares

reflects the combined belief of traders about the likelihood of the event. At market

equilibrium, i.e., when the demanded and supplied share quantities are equal, the share

price is equal to the expected belief of the market participants that the crime will occur by

market close. It follows that greater risk creates proportionately smaller demand as π gets

closer to 1/2 which is the maximum risk a market can contain.

In the next subsection, we see how equation (2) limits the profits that a

physical-world criminal can obtain from a criminal prediction market.

4.2.2 Expected payout for criminals

Our main objective is to determine if criminal prediction markets provide enough money to

incentivize physical-world crimes. To this end, we analyze the expected payout for a market

participant who commits a physical-world crime associated with the market prediction. We

assume the criminal participant buys Yes shares prior to committing the crime and then

holds the share until the market closes. The criminal market participant hopes that the

market arbiters determine that the crime was committed, or more generally, that a given

predicted event occurred, causing the market to pay them the reward for holding the Yes

shares. However, the amount of shares that the criminal can buy is limited by the amount

of market participants who are willing to buy shares of the opposite outcome.

According to (2), the optimal number of option contracts that the criminal should

buy to maximize their profit is given by replacing the belief qi with 1. However, the

maximum number of shares that the criminal can buy is limited by the number of shares of

the opposite outcome that other market participants are willing to buy before the market

closes. The reason is that since option contracts require two parties, each one betting on

opposite outcomes. Specifically, the criminal may only buy up to

X = {xi|0 ≤ yi ≤ zi} (3)

where yi is the quantity of option contracts for the No outcome. Note that zi is the total
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possible number of option contracts in the market, and thus other market participants may

hold some of them. Besides the total number of available contracts on the market, the total

number of contracts the criminal can buy is limited by its initial wealth.

For example, in a simple scenario where the shares are held equally by each half of

the market, the winner is paid out 2 units per each unit bought. In a market with 1000

shares on each option, the side holding winning shares gains 2000 shares, doubling their

value, while the losing side receives no reward, losing all their value. In another scenario

where shares are divided 25 for Yes and 75 for No, a participant wishing to cause the Yes

option to occur can maximize their possible profit by purchasing the 50 remaining shares of

Yes. Purchasing more than this amount would be unmatched by the other side. In the

event of winning the prediction, all shares greater than yi are simply returned to the

winner at no profit.

It is important to note that yi may need to be quite large in order for a criminal to

win the maximum reward that the market allows for a given crime. In practical terms this

means that a criminal in this model is expected to have an extensive amount of capital on

hand that they can place within the market. In the real world, this may not be possible. It

also means that such a large trade in proportion to the overall market volume could alter

the belief within the market in such a way that their large trades could not be filled at the

prices requested. In our simulations, we assume that the criminal traders are able to

execute their trades as a single block.

Therefore, a rational criminal actor in such a market would only participate if their

overall utility is above a threshold. While it is certainly difficult to estimate the threshold

for criminals, we can approximate their expected utility by considering the payout from the

market, and the risk of being caught. Specifically, we can use the average time served for a

crime, the proportion of such crimes where the defendant is ultimately convicted, and

multiply these values by the average salary. We model the criminal’s expected utility as
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follows:

E[Ucriminal] = Poutcome × E[Ui]− Pconviction × S (4)

We hypothesize that a rational criminal would only commit the crime if the expected

utility is larger than the expected utility of not committing the crime. For example, the

average time served for first degree murder in the US is 17.2 years and the average salary is

$51,168 [80, 81], which yields approximately $880,000 as a possible value for S given this

category of crime.

4.3 Expected Profit of Malicious Participants

Next, we show the expected profit of malicious market operators or malicious participants

who are given arbitration privileges over market outcomes. Within prediction markets the

outcome of a market is determined after the time interval specified by the market is passed.

After this period has ended, users who are given access to the arbitration mechanism

within the market then use outside information to determine which outcome is correct. In

some cases, the arbiters can maliciously choose an outcome that gives them the most profit

rather than the outcome which best represents the true outcome. A malicious arbiter

intending to cheat must also be a participant in the market or colluding with one or more

participants in order to make profit from their actions.

For example, we can specify a scenario in which a market that is about to close has

No shares selling for 0.99 on what is presumed to be the winning side. This is typical of

markets near their closing date. Users buy up any remaining gap between the two

outcomes by buying the presumed winning shares until they rise to a value of around 0.99,

and then no more profit can be generated. In this case, a malicious arbiter, if they were not

already holding shares of the losing outcome, could buy shares from the participants

holding the losing outcome Yes for around 0.01. After doing so they can pick the incorrect

outcome, thus creating profit for themselves or others.

Other works have solved similar issues by using an idealized data oracle which
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controls the arbitration of outcomes. A variant of this is formalized in the work of Juels et

al.[37]. In their work, an oracle is assumed which always gives correct information about

the outside world-state to the contract. In their model, the arbitration of outcomes

introduces no risk into the marketplace, but there is on discussion of how such a fair data

feed could be implemented or trusted.

We claim, as stated in our example, that in practice, the possibility of malicious

arbitration as stated in our example is priced into market belief. The market price is tied

to possible outcomes that will be selected or interpreted by the market arbiters. Thus, we

say that in practice, belief Poutcome in (4) is actually a compound probability made up of

the probability that the outcome is the true answer to the prediction as entered, and the

probability that the market arbiter will select the true answer.

Another source of arbitration risk from the criminal’s perspective occurs in

decentralized prediction market platforms such as Augur [70], where the outcomes of a

market are chosen by the average answer of a set of holders of reputational (REP) tokens.

To hedge against criminal markets, these reputation token holders are allowed to arbitrate

that a contract is unethical and thus void it out on the market. This risk indicates that the

such smart contract markets have the possibility to be actively hostile to criminal market

misuse.

4.4 Simulation Results

For the criminal prediction market to function as described in this chapter, the market

owner needs to create a smart contract which is capable of selling shares to market

participants, and distributing the rewards at the market close. The distribution of the

reward should be done according to the arbiter’s determination (in our code this is the

market owner) about the occurrence of the crime. To this end, we formally describe the

algorithms that need to be implemented by a criminal prediction market.
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4.4.1 System Implementation

The following model was built on the Ethereum Virtual Machine smart contracts platform.

Each contract was written in the Solidity programming language and compiled into EVM

bytecode. The code was run in an Ubuntu VM instance with the code running on a local

testnet in isolation. Contract and participant actions were operated manually, to emulate

how a participant might interact with the contract code.

To deploy the code written we used the Truffle framework [82] to build, test, and

deploy the various contract models used. Each contract deployment was tested both with

internal Truffle unit tests, which were subsequently validated by external testing via the

emulation of participant actions. Each of the contract interfaces was given a rudimentary

Web3.js front-end interface through which the authors tested participant actions by

entering the actions manually into the UI provided.

The private testnet used was generated by the Ganache test software [83] which

emulates the Ethereum blockchain and address interactions within it locally for testing

purposes. The gas limits measured were all base defaults within the Ganache system were

not altered for these testing sessions.

All participants in the prediction market interact through the same interface with

the contract and can do so simultaneously. We assume that messages are received in the

order they were sent to the market contract and no reordering of messages is possible, as

this would require non-trivial help from miner nodes within the Ethereum consensus.

4.4.2 Smart Contract Code Design

In our experiment, the contract is initialized by the market owner with a set of inputs

laying out the market parameters. These are a prediction string indicating information

about what event the market is revolving around, and two sets of option strings - in our

examples these are always ["Yes", "No"]. After this, the contract then generates two

generators for each share option using the OpenZeppelin ERC20 library [84]. Each share

generated by the contract is fungible and interchangeable, meaning there is no
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distinguishing feature between two "Yes" option shares.

After the contract is initialized, it enters into an active state, allowing users to buy

shares from the market using the interface buyShares(uint shareOption). The interface

mints shares based on the number of ETH paid to the contract for a specific option within

the market. All market activity is assumed to take place between users outside the market.

The tokens are attached to addresses directly, and thus can be traded between addresses

freely. There is no maximum restriction set by the market on how many shares of either

option can be purchased.

At the end of the contract period, the market owner can then call endMarket(uint

option) deciding which option within the market was the winner. In our model, we simplify

so that the prediction market outcome is determined by the contract owner, though this

does not necessarily need to be the case. The contract after this stage sets a boolean ended

to true, which allows users of the winning option to begin cashing in their shares for

rewards.

The public interface sellShare() allows users who hold the ERC20 shares of the

correct option to turn in their shares for amounts which are held in the contract. The

calculation for determining the correct amount to give each person is given by multiplying

the number of shares held by the user by the total number of shares overall, divided by the

outstanding volume per share of the correct outcome.

Reward = Shares Held ∗ (Total Shares/Outstanding Volume Of Correct Opt) (5)

The losing shares can be turned in, but they do not give back any value and are

simply erased from the outstanding pool of shares. At each stage, the contract emits event

helpers to determine and keep track of actions taking place within the contract. These are

MarketEnded, ShareSold, ShareBought, and MarketStarted.
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4.4.3 Results

We verify the correctness of the code by simulating several instances of the market, and

simulating participants’ actions within the market using the truffle console. The end result

of each round of simulations is shown by the table below. In each scenario, we have

participants who buy "Yes" shares and participants who buy "No" shares, alongside a

criminal participant who buys "Yes" shares. We show the total amount of shares purchased

by each side in simulation instances, and show the total profit after subtracting input costs

for the criminal within the simulation.

In the first scenario, we have an equal number of shares purchased by all three

participants, which leads to the criminal splitting the reward pot evenly with other "Yes"

purchasing participants. This scenario demonstrates that other non-criminal traders

purchasing shares of the "Yes" option can highly limit the amount of profit that the

criminal participant is able to achieve from participating.

In the second scenario, we show a market where the "No" participants have

purchased 9 total shares, and the criminal being the lone purchaser of "Yes" shares

maximizes their payout by buying the same total number of shares that are present in

"No". The criminal wins back their 9 shares, and gains 9 shares of profit, acquiring the

maximum profit that the market allowed. The third simulation replays this same market,

but demonstrates that when the criminal puts in more money above what is present in the

total amount of "No" share value, they cannot gain more profit from the market.

In scenarios 4 and 5, we again demonstrate this principle, but with another

participant on the "Yes" side of the market. The criminal, using the calculation described

in (3), purchases the optimal number of shares by taking the difference between the

outstanding "Yes" and "No" shares. When the criminals attempt to buy more shares than

are available above this maximum limit in scenario 5, they are not able to gain any further

profit above 18.
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Scenario Num Crim Shares Total Yes Share Total No Share Crim Profit Outcome

1 9 ETH 18 ETH 9 ETH 4.5 ETH Yes

2 9 ETH 9 ETH 9 ETH 9 ETH Yes

3 20 ETH 20 ETH 9 ETH 9 ETH Yes

4 18 ETH 20 ETH 20 ETH 18 ETH Yes

5 20 ETH 22 ETH 20 ETH 18 ETH Yes

6 20 ETH 40 ETH 2 ETH 1 ETH Yes

7 0 ETH 20 ETH 20 ETH 0 ETH No

8 0 ETH 20 ETH 20 ETH 0 ETH Yes

Figure 5: Table: Binary Criminal Prediction Model Simulations

In scenarios 7 and 8, the criminal purchases no shares and thus has no profit

regardless of the outcome chosen by the arbiter. In these two scenarios, the opposing

participant side doubles their money depending on the overall outcome chosen by the

arbiter. Throughout all of these simulations, from the perspective of each participant and

the owners, there is no notable distinction between any of the participants, except that

which can be inferred from their betting pattern. The market does not contain any labels

indicating which participants are criminal or non-criminal.

In this analysis, we demonstrate that the expected payout to the criminal matches

our prior analysis. The criminal is highly limited by the amount of money on the opposing

side of the market, which is largely outside of their control regardless of how much money

they put into the market.

4.5 Practicality Evaluation

To evaluate the real world practicality of the criminal prediction market scheme outlined in

this chapter, we searched for examples of assassination market contracts (also called

deadpool contracts) on the Augur [70] platform. Augur is a decentralized smart contract

prediction market platform in which individuals can generate prediction market smart

contracts for specific user-designed questions. We identified malicious prediction markets
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from a public audit of prediction smart contracts created using the Augur platform. We

chose Augur due to it being the biggest platform in terms of volume and because data for

the platform was most readily available for audit. To identify potentially malicious

contracts, we searched the description field strings of all smart contracts generated by the

platform that were available, locating keywords relating to malicious or illicit intent e.g.

"die", "kill", "dead". We then manually removed false positives from the set (for example

markets predicting the death of fictional television characters). We provide an example of

one such potentially malicious market below in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Dead Pool Example found on Augur

We identified 15 potentially malicious prediction markets on Augur out of 2200

separate markets. The average overall market volume of these malicious prediction markets

was at max only a few Ethereum (See Figure 7). Thus we can conclude that a criminal
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who buys shares of such markets and subsequently commits physical-world crime to alter

the outcome could only make up to a few Ethereum 1 . Even at current prices, this is a

considerably small amount when compared to the estimates hypothesized in Section 4.2.2

and we argue such reward amounts could not reasonably incentivize such crimes.

Figure 7: Deadpools Scatterplot by Market Volume and Outstanding Shares

We also looked at the Augur outcomes that were present for each of the malicious

markets that we found, as shown in Figure 8. These show the status of the contract at the

time the data was collected, showing that 10 markets were finalized and 5 were in the

pre-reporting stage. Finalized indicates that the market ended and an arbiter determined

the market outcome, and initiated rewards to each participant that correctly guessed
1Note that one Ethereum trades at $2,200 dollars at the time of writing.
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outcomes. Pre-Reporting indicates that the market is still ongoing and active on the

platform prior to the ending date of the contract being achieved [70]. We find that none of

the arbiters assigned to these potentially malicious smart contracts used safety features

involved in disputing unethical or malicious markets. We found that these features were

rarely used overall, finding that only a few markets had generated outcome disputes.

Figure 8: Augur Deadpools Outcome Graph

The 15 identified cases are only a tiny fraction of the thousands of smart contracts

generated by the Augur platform that we were able to locate information about. None of

the identified malicious contracts had the potential to offer large amounts of money to

would-be criminals. Most of the contracts we identified were generated without any trades

on them at all. By this we mean that a market owner paid the fees to list the market
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publicly but not a single person placed a trade to buy shares within the market.

Thus, we can conclude that not only is this type of malicious prediction market

uncommon, but the few that do in fact exist are not large enough to generate criminal

activity.
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CHAPTER V

Centralized Criminal Lotteries on the Blockchain

In this chapter, we introduce a criminal prediction scheme that takes the form of a

centralized criminal lottery. In this model, an owner generates a centralized lottery

contract that associates a blockchain contract address with a specific criminal outcome.

The criminal outcome specified by the lottery is some event that cannot be predicted

beforehand without being a criminal participant.

The lottery allows participants to buy tickets in the lottery via donation. Donations

above a certain threshold set by the contract are given the ability to upload a hashed string

that we refer to as a calling-card. The calling-card should contain information on a

prediction about the time, date, place, or manner in which a crime will occur, related to

the lottery description. Non-criminal participants can simply donate into the contract

without a prediction if they wish, in order to attempt to incentivize a crime monetarily.

The owner Po arbitrates the contract directly. After a crime has occurred, the

criminal participant may reveal the message associated with their hash. As an example, we

could say that the calling-card information claimed the date, time, and location of an

arson, along with other information such as the means by which the crime will be

completed, all pre-committed to, months prior to the crime happening. After comparing

this information to news reports about the crime, this information indicates to the lottery

arbiter that the person who created the calling-card was either involved in the crime, or

acts on behalf of a person involved in the crime. The market description and calling-card

are structured such that no person can reasonably enter a correct prediction without being

a criminal. The owner then either elects to send the balance of the contract to the criminal

claimant, or deny the reward.

The owner Po is then a single trusted point of failure that handles all arbitration

about claims to the donations, and controls the entire system state. Po alone is allowed to
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verify that the calling-card information revealed through a side-channel and the

calling-card information within the donation hash are equivalent proof to such a degree

that the Pc may claim the pool.

Figure 9: Centralized Criminal Lottery Diagram

This model is a direct emulation of earlier models, such as the one proposed by Jim

Bell [?]. The model is distinct from other forms of prediction markets in that it isn’t a true

market like the prior section, though in the past this has been called a prediction market

due to the fact that criminals attempt to predict the time interval in which a crime will

occur. Unlike other markets, there is no ability for anyone to trade based on information

within the market.

Previous models also do not force the criminal to identify themselves in any way as

the actual criminal. In contrast, this model forces the criminal to showcase themselves as

such, and forces them to give an address with which to send their winnings. They have to
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prove they are the criminal in order to participate.

5.1 Payout for Criminals

We now define the criminal payout for the lottery model. The profit of the criminal can be

given by equation (6) which calculates total pot value minus the cost of the claim donation

minus the cost of the gas fees to submit a second claim afterward. Since the entire pot goes

to the winner, their earnings are directly proportional to how large or small the pot is.

Profit = CurrentPotTotal − threshold− claimgasfee (6)

The criminal’s cost to participate in the market is determined by how the threshold

value is calculated. The minimum threshold for purchasing donations that contain a

calling-card hash value in them is placed in order to dissuade donors from making many

random guesses with small donations. How this threshold is specifically defined is

implementation specific, and can be defined in various ways based on the type of crime the

market is trying to incentivize. We want the threshold to be smaller than the current pot

total, so the leading constant chosen should be between 0 and 1. In (7) we define our

threshold as being a constant 1/100th of the total current pot value.

threshold =
1

100
× CurrentPotTotal (7)

Unlike the previous model shown in Chapter 4, which required criminals to have a

significant amount of capital (sometimes up to half as much as their potential reward) on

hand to extract value from the market, here the criminal only needs to risk 1/100th of

their potential earnings, an amount that is considerably smaller compared to the previous

model. The criminal also does not have any risk of free-rider participants in this model,

whereas in the previous model a participant can purchase shares that attempt to profit
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from the criminal’s actions.

5.2 Profit of Malicious Market Owner

In this centralized model, the market owner individually has power over selecting the

outcome of the market, and neither Pn nor Pc have any influence over the owner’s decision.

This means that the owner can maliciously make a false claim pretending to be a criminal

actor, send the claim to the contract, certify the claim as correct, and award the money to

an address that they control. The malicious market owner needs only wait until the pool

has accumulated enough donations, after which they can award the pool to themselves.

The number of participants does not prevent Po from colluding with either

themselves or others. There is no clear way to do 3rd party multi-signature escrow in this

situation, because which addresses need to be involved in such a dispute is not clear until

the criminal provides a reward address. Thus the model explicitly places all trust on the

owner alone. We can say that the market is secure and fair from the participants’

perspective if Po is deemed trustworthy. Regardless, this trust could be ephemeral. There is

no threshold above which we can claim that the market owner Po can’t cheat participants.

In the only implementation of this proposed criminal model discovered, which we

show in figure and discuss later in this chapter, the market owner removed the funds that

were donated within the market after several years.

5.3 Simulation Results

In this section, we design and implement a criminal lottery on the Ethereum blockchain.

We show two scenarios involving the average usecase of the lottery and how a malicious

market owner can fraudulently keep the lottery pot. The platforms used and constraints

are identical to that of the previous chapter.

5.3.1 Smart Contract Code Design

Let the lottery owner be denoted by Po and let the set of lottery participants be denoted

by P = {1, 2, ...P}. In our experiment, the contract is initialized by a lottery owner who
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initializes the contract with a given prediction string and by setting the donation period

PoolStarted() to begin.

In the period after this, participants can add themselves to a Participant[] array by

donating amounts above a specific threshold set as 1/100th of the contract’s current

outstanding balance. Others may participate by donating money to the contract wallet

directly, without using the interface, but in order to be placed as a participant that can

claim the reward, they must submit above the threshold. A message associated with the

participant is hashed as the user’s calling-card commitment CC which is then later used to

verify the calling card-information. The donors’ addresses are stored along with a unique

participant id number. After the process has ended, an event ParticipantAdded() is

triggered for each new participant.

The pool ends when a user sends a message associated with the hash submitted

alongside their donation. In our simulation, this is assumed to happen off chain, in the

form of a user emailing the lottery operator, for example. After the lottery owner validates

that the calling-card information they have received is associated with one of the accounts

in their system, the owner can then either dismiss the claim or can assert the claim as

correct. If they believe the claim is legitimate, they can call endPool() with that user’s

unique identifier, and transfer the contract wallet total to the address supplied by the

claimant Pc. After this occurs, the state is set to TEnded and the contract resolves.

5.3.2 Results

We verify the correctness of the code by simulating instances of the lottery and simulating

participants’ actions within the market using the truffle console. The end result of the

accounts simulated by Ganache for one such scenario is shown below in 10.

Normal Operation: Under a normal operation we show a scenario with 4

participants given as addresses 1 through 4. Address 1 in this scenario is the owner of the

contract as well as a participant having donated 2 ETH into the contract pool upon

initializing the contract. There are two regular participants shown as address 2 and address
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3. These addresses donate 4 ETH and 5 ETH respectively, placing the total pot amount

within the contract at 11 ETH. Address 4 then represents the criminal account. The

criminal donates 3 ETH to get up to the threshold required to submit a calling-card hash

into the contract. Afterwards, the lottery operator address 1 allows the pool from the

lottery wallet to be submitted to address 4, closing the market.

Figure 10: Centralized Criminal Lottery Result Example

Malicious Lottery Owner: A scenario involving a malicious lottery owner follows

much the same pattern. The various participants donate their ETH amounts into the

contract until the value within the contract accrues to an amount that the lottery owner

wishes to steal. After this point, the lottery owner crafts a donation from a fresh address

that they control, and call the endPool() interface to donate the contract balance to the

address that they control, thus closing the contract.

5.4 Practicality Evaluation

In this section, we investigate real-world instances of criminal lotteries on the blockchain.

The only known real world comparison that we can give for this category of criminal

prediction market model is the Tor Assassination Market setup. The data from this market

shown in Figure 7 consists of listings of the donations that were publicly given to the
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market owner by participants. None of the individual actions of the market aside from

donation entries in the ledger are auditable, since it was a series of Bitcoin addresses

instead of a smart contract.

Figure 11: Centralized Bitcoin Assassination Market

In contrast to the non-smart-contract lottery in Fig. 11, on a smart contract model,

we could see if anyone attempted to claim a reward for a crime, or see the hashes of a

submitted guess about a market. In this way, we could verify that anyone was making

guesses or attempting to claim them. On the one market example of this, we have no data

other than the amounts which were donated vs status information on whether the crime

was committed or not.
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Figure 12: Assassination Market Donation Line Plot
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Assassination Donation Totals Month

60.116900 BTC Jul 2013

0.000000 BTC Aug 2013

106.978948 BTC Sep 2013

11.773632 BTC Oct 2013

1.000100 BTC Nov 2013

0.077000 BTC Dec 2013

0.000000 BTC Jan 2014

0.000000 BTC Feb 2014

0.000000 BTC Mar 2014

0.010591 BTC Apr 2014

0.000000 BTC May 2014

0.000000 BTC Jun 2014

0.000055 BTC Jul 2014

Figure 13: Table of Assassination Donation Totals by Month

Here we plot the information gathered from the blockchain about the current value

of each of these donation amounts. The values given the current price of Bitcoin in April

20212 indicate that the amounts match up with the incentive thresholds we defined in the

previous chapter.
2The current price of Bitcoin as of April 2021 is approximately $50,000
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CHAPTER VI

Decentralized Criminal Lotteries on the Blockchain

In this chapter, we describe a decentralized criminal lottery model using smart contracts.

We start with a lottery initializer who begins the contract and sets up the prediction

description of the criminal activity they are trying to incentivize. The fact that they

initialize the lottery does not confer them any special privileges within the contract, and

they are instead only able to act as a normal participant.

Through the cycle of the contract, various participants donate money into the

contract, and doing so gives them a voting share within the arbitration process if they

donate above a certain threshold. We use the same thresholding scheme as described in

Chapter 5. Participants can add a hashed prediction alongside their donations, which takes

the form of a calling-card. The calling-card scheme is identical to that described within

Chapter 5.

After a certain period, a participant may claim to have committed the crime by

initializing a voting round. Within this voting round, a timer is started designating how

long the voting round will occur. Within this period, a vote is taken on whether the

criminal claimant committed the crime and thus deserves the lottery pool. The number of

votes the arbitration requires is based on whatever difficulty the lottery initializer chose to

set - it could be 51% or more. In this model, we assume that not all participants will vote

within rounds, so only a majority of those who vote is required to end the arbitration.

After the period of voting ends, the outcome of the vote either rewards the criminal

closing out the contract, or does not. In the case where no reward is given, the contract

returns to its regular state.
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Figure 14: Decentralized Criminal Lottery Diagram

We claim that the model has more realistic assumptions about participant action

than the previous models, and is the method which we believe is most likely to emerge in a

future scenario.

The contract closely follows the centralized prediction market model from the

previous section, in that it is not a market in which shares can be traded but rather a

prediction lottery contract that allows participants to post calling-card information. The

key difference here is that instead of an owner arbitrating who has submitted the correct

calling-card, all the previous donors are part of the voting procedure on whether the
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calling-card is valid. In this way, the contract decentralizes the process to the set of people

who incentivized the crime, to decide whether it was committed by Pc or not.

One minor issue with the model is that even under ideal conditions, there is an

implicit assumption that the crowd of participants Pn that paid for the crime wanted it to

occur. If the crowd desires, the majority participant set within PN can alter the votes to

reject all claims, regardless of what proof there is to the specific claim of the Pc. The model

assumes that the crowd actually wanted the crime to occur, and wants to reward the

perpetrator afterward.

6.1 Payout for Criminals

The expected payout for the physical-world criminal in decentralized criminal lotteries can

be calculated similarly to the payout in centralized ones. Specifically, the profit is defined

by equation (6) with no change. The profit the criminal ends up with is the amount of the

donation pot minus the threshold and gas fees. The threshold can be defined by some

constant between 0 and 1 times the current donation pot total.

6.2 Profit of Malicious Participants

In this model, a set of malicious participants colluding together, or a single participant in

control of multiple identities, can defraud the lottery by performing a Sybil attack [85] on

the arbitration mechanism. Specifically, a scammer could create a criminal lottery, wait

until the donation pot fills with participants, and then purchase a voting majority of

donation tickets using different address pseudonyms until they control 51% of the

arbitration votes within the participant set. After doing so, they create a false criminal

claim and call for an arbitration vote to resolve the market. Since the malicious participant

controls a majority vote within the participant set, they can vote to resolve in favor of

themselves and award the entire pot to an address they control. Their profit is 49% of the

pot minus all fees associated.

Depending on the specific implementation, not all of the donors within the pool
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have to vote on arbitration outcomes. Many users might donate and never interact with

the contract ever again afterward, so the malicious scammer needs to buy a max of 51% of

voting tickets. In practice, this could even be substantially less. The malicious participant

could gauge how many of the donors were realistically ready to vote within the time frame

and guess at how many new participant donations they would have to create to swing the

vote in their favor.

Therefore, compared to centralized criminal lotteries where the lottery owner can

steal the pot via the arbitration mechanism, decentralized criminal contracts are still

vulnerable to similar theft via Sybil attacks and do not provide fairness guarantees to the

physical-world criminals or market participants.

6.3 Countermeasures against Sybil attacks

One potential solution to these Sybil attacks is the requirement that some form of

proof-of-personhood is met by all market participants. Such a proof would verify the

uniqueness of a given individual person, and possibly their reputation.

We can imagine a reputation system in the form of a criminal notary or some other

equivalent system of criminal or extralegal ID. This is one of the main ideas which carries

over from darknet drug markets into markets for physical-world crime. In a darknet drug

market, making a dealer account often costs a certain amount of money to be deposited

upfront, and as a result, participants in these markets can only scam after they have made

back the value of their identity deposit in fair sales or some equivalent.

In this case, requiring such a notarized service or payment for an identity within a

criminal ecosystem could prevent sybil attacks. By having a barrier, notarized by some

service which requires upfront costs to participate, the system can function more fairly. In

a proof-of-personhood model, the identities would be effectively burned if they ever

participated in any cheating or scamming activity, thus burning the money that it cost to

notarize the identities as unique individuals.

A market could be created such that only identity addresses which are signed as
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valid by some criminal notary are allowed to participate in criminal market actions. Each

identity might also have a maximum amount allowed per identity to be donated, which

relates to the value of the identity itself. If the donation threshold was equal to this value,

cheating within the market costs more than the potential reward, since the reward can only

be approximately 49% of the market, while the cost of identities to perform the attack

would cost 51% worth of identity fees.

The profit that the cheater can make is the value of their potential winnings minus

the value of their burned notary identities. If 51% of the set of identities are set to be

equivalently valued to 49% or more of the total donation pool, the cheaters make no profit.

This is the floor of the identity value. It could be set much higher for added risk protection

as a tradeoff with market participation barriers to entry.

6.4 Simulation Results

6.4.1 Smart Contract Code Design

In this design, the owner status of the contract is given to a set of participants, rather than

just the person that initially creates the contract. The contract is designed with several

interfaces for submitting a donation, creating a claim, voting on a claim, and sending out

rewards.

Donations are handled identically to the last experiment, with the only difference

being that each donor is given the ability to vote on proposals as they occur within the

system. A proposal vote is initiated by a claimant Pc who attempts to verify their contract.

In this instance, making a claim has a secondary threshold which must be met

independently, so as to stop spamming. The vote interface forces a donation to occur as

part of a claim.

The state variable after a claim amount has been verified to be the correct amount

is then set to "Voting" and a vote array is initialized the length of the number of

participants, votes := {..} The time is then noted in the contract and the set of

participants are then allowed to cast votes within a specific time frame set by the contract.
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This could be as long as a few months, in order to allow as many participants as possible

to engage in the process. The donations are fully pseudonymous, so it is not clear that

there is a structure through which donors can be alerted that a vote is happening. Short

timeframes for voting would allow only a minority of participants to donate.

Participants are only allowed to cast votes that are signed with the same key(wallet)

as their initial donations. It can be assumed that only some smaller subset of the

participants will actually vote on any given claim. Each participant can vote only one time,

and no new participants can be added to the set while the voting period is ongoing. The

thresholding scheme for the votes can be constructed in various different ways. Here we

require as an example the total accept vote weight as requiring a 2/3rds majority to pass.

Vote weight is calculated as the percentage of a participant donation, relative to the total

donation amount of all voting participants in each round.

If a voting round does not reach the threshold, it terminates and reverts back to a

donation state. Due to an attack, we note below this would potentially require the locking

out of new donors from participating in votes past that point, in order to prevent Sybil

attacks from occurring. If the vote goes through, then the contract releases the funds to the

wallet of the user that initiated the vote cycle with their claim, and the contract expires.

If a vote cannot be taken accurately because the donors all have paralysis, the

money is returned to the addresses that it was sent from and the contract closes. We

specify this as the cancellation method.

6.4.2 Results

With this version, the results are approximately the same as the previous version from

Chapter 5. The money within the lottery pool is awarded to whomever the group wishes to

send the reward to. This is represented as either sending the reward to the criminal, or

sending the reward to an arbitrary address picked by malicious participant sets.

Afterwards, either the malicious participants or the criminal collect the reward, and the

contract closes. The testing was done using Ganache with 4 separate addresses
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representing the various participants, ending with them either rewarding the money to

themselves or the criminal address.

6.5 Practicality Evaluation

There are not any models similar to this that have been discovered. We assume for the

purposes of this analysis that the actual models would have similar donation amounts to

those found in the practical evaluation of the Centralized Criminal Lottery Model from

Chapter 5.

The above model improves some aspects of the previous model, while still suffering

from several flaws. It retains the economic feasibility of the previous model from the

perspective of Pc but only fixes the issues with arbitration and malicious participants under

a limited set of conditions.
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CHAPTER VII

Conclusion

7.1 Future Extensions

Online court systems mimicking various aspects of offline arbitration and trial have become

a popular method for attempting to place arbitration between smart contract parties onto

the blockchain. These methods are exactly what the title suggests - they are court systems

built on top of the blockchain platform that people can use to arbitrate disputes between

the parties of a contract.

In acting as the determining factor of an escrow exchange, they are thus able to

award the prize to someone who they believe is the rightful party in a dispute. The main

models that have been implemented for this setup are Aragon Court, Kleros Court,

ShellingCoin, and to a lesser extent Bitnation [86, 87].

The core concept here is that these platforms act as an API that sets up a team of

random people who signed up to be jurors-for-hire to hear information about a trial

dispute. After learning about the information, they are then able to vote on the way in

which the dispute should be settled. Different platforms have different cutoffs for how

much of a majority should be required for a dispute to be settled, with some including

other aspects of modern courts such as the ability to object and go to appeals courts.

These kinds of arbitrations have been considered potentially dangerous, as they

allow parties in dispute to use a non-governmental setting to settle questions within

contracts. The contract that the jurors are settling might be criminal or invalid in some

jurisdictions, effectively making these kinds of smart contract court systems able to decide

on fundamentally illegal disputes.

It seems apparent that due to the random and unincentivized nature of the jurors,

it would not be wise for criminals to use such platforms to arbitrate their disputes. The
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jurors have no incentives not to simply vote emotionally on disputes that they believe are

illegal or wrong in some way. Using such a trial system, the jurors could potentially lock

criminals out of their money for ethical reasons.

We also note that there are several forms of decentralized data-feeds and oracles [88]

that could be utilized by criminals for contracts. Such data-fees allow information about

outside state to be placed on the blockchain via API calls. Placing these data-feed

mechanisms in charge of criminal disputes has been proposed before but has not been

deeply studied [37].

7.2 Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed smart contract models to study the properties of criminal

prediction smart contract schemes. We have shown that these forms of criminal smart

contract work under ideal constraints but are non-conducive to actual use by criminals due

to their high upfront input costs. We demonstrate their potential feasibility and the

conditions under which such markets pose a threat.

We show the criminal payout associated with each model, and the monetary input

costs necessary for criminals to gain maximum profit. We then show several methods

through which malicious participants or malicious market owners can cheat arbitration

mechanisms to benefit themselves, scamming the criminal markets in the process. We then

attempt to gather data on real-world examples of each criminal prediction scheme model,

and evaluate the models shown here compared to their real world counterparts. We

demonstrate that the threat models designed here faithfully simulate the constraints of real

world criminal smart contracts for physical crime.

It is clear that as a vector of attack, the decentralized trustless nature of these

platforms can potentially be exploited by criminals, but because of the design constraints

of the platform, a lot of these models are incredibly unlikely to be used.
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